safety

back-up camera (wireless for trailer)
additional LED strobe
additional LED arrow board
battery-operated carbon monoxide detector
LED strobes in all four (4) corners

audio/visual

color printer
dual-function DVD recorder
additional 19” Tru-Vu video monitor (for ROVVER X SAT)
19” Tru-Vu computer monitor (for rack computer)
multi-monitor mount (req’d for SAT and/or rack computer)

under-desk keyboard tray (req’d for SAT, optional for ROVVER X)
19” Tru-Vu sunlight-viewable monitor

illumination

110V swing-out light
12V handheld spot light
corner-mounted spotlights

cabinet light (with actuators in operator and equipment areas)

utility

sink
Western Mule pedestal crane
cable reel support frame (req’d for SAT, optional for ROVVER X)
bedslide
pocket door
air compressor (6-gal, 150psi)
metal detector
12V receptacle
4½” bench vise
magentic tool holders over workbench
peg board over workbench

Envirosight is dedicated to offering the highest quality components and craftsmanship. We continually source
new products and materials in our effort to reﬁne the quality and utility of our transport products. Therefore, we
reserve the right to change the layouts and substitute components without notice. Photos shown on our
website and in printed materials are representative examples only, and the ﬁnal product may differ from
representations you have seen. If you are committed to a certain component or style, please be sure to contact
us so we may make every reasonable effort to assure your needs are met.

www.envirosight.com • (866) 936-8476

14’ trailer (gas)

Nissan NV (MEPS RoadPower)

ProMaster (inverter)

Transit (gas generator)

Transit (MEPS RoadPower)

Sprinter (MEPS RoadPower)

cargo van (MEPS RoadPower)

box (cutaway, MEPS RoadPower)

for preferred build-outs

box (cutaway, gas)

options

box (dry freight, diesel)

underground
understood

chassis

insulation
downgrade to 12’ trailer
upgrade to 16’ aluminum cutaway box
upgrade to 16’ aluminum dry freight box
roll-up rear door
upgrade to Onan 5.5 gas generator with aluminum cover
front bumper cone storage

power
storage

upgrade to 7.0kW gas generator
for quickView
for VeriSight Pro

comfort

wall-mount heater
rear awning
doggie door

delivery

driven from factory to sales partner
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Nissan NV (MEPS RoadPower)

ProMaster (inverter)

Transit (gas generator)

Transit (MEPS RoadPower)

Sprinter (MEPS RoadPower)

cargo van (MEPS RoadPower)

box (cutaway, MEPS RoadPower)

for preferred build-outs

box (cutaway, gas)

options

box (dry freight, diesel)

underground
understood

